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What is DEIB?
You’ve probably heard the terms 

 and  a lot. The 
terms  and  might 
be less familiar, but they’re just as 
critical in setting your company up 
for success. A Deloitte study found 
that diversity, equity, inclusion, and 
belonging (DEIB) offers a company a 
46% increase in competitive 
advantage in the industry, 40% 
better and more accurate decision 
making, a 34% increase in financial 
performance, and many

‘diversity’ ‘inclusion’
‘equity’ ‘belonging’

other benefits. Furthermore, 
diversity, equity, inclusion, and 
belonging improves retention rates 
and breeds cutting-edge innovation.



Findem research shows that 57% of 
talent leaders put finding diverse 
candidates in their top three 
priorities and 49% find sourcing to 
be the biggest barrier to diverse 
hiring. 
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What are the top 3 trends you expect to shape

the industry in the next few years?

*DE&I

Remote workforce

More automation

AI & ML

Upskilling

RPO/Outsourcing

Blind hiring

59%

51%

47%

47%

41%

38%

17%

Source: Findem Annual Recruiting Trends Survey, 2022

*Diversity, equity and inclusion

In this guide, we review what diversity, equity, 
inclusion, and belonging are, the importance of 
focusing your recruitment and retention strategies 
on these initiatives, and how to overcome the 
challenges.

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/energy-resources/us-dei-beyond-reskilling.pdf
https://www.findem.ai/guides-and-infographics/recruiting-trends-report
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Definition of Diversity, 
Equity, Inclusion, and 
Belonging (DEIB)
Diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) are four concepts that work 
together to boost team dynamics, productivity, and innovation within 
your organization. With DEIB at the core of your mission, you ensure 
that each team member has equal opportunities to do their best 
work and feels valued.

Diversity
Refers to the demographics of your workplace, which includes ethnicity, gender, 
sexual orientation, age, military/veteran status, location, nationality, disability 
status, skills, and many other factors. It can be challenging to diversify teams. And 
when you do succeed, having a certain percentage of diversity won’t transform your 
team—it’s the environment that you foster for diverse employees that brings real 
change.

Equity
Gives each employee fair and equal access, opportunities, and advancements, 
regardless of their diversity background. This can require companies to actively 
break down employees’ barriers to success. For example, if a new hire has a 
disability, an equitable workplace ensures that the resources are readily accessible 
to help that employee succeed. Equity means that each team member has the 
proper resources to do their job, with equal opportunity.
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Inclusion
Ensures everyone on the team is treated fairly and respectfully, despite differences. 
Garter reports that inclusive teams have 30% better performance. Inclusion is 
about how employees interact. Are their ideas well-received? Are colleagues 
uplifting? Do employees offer each other constructive feedback?

Belonging
Centers around the employee experience of feeling accepted in the workplace. 
Every team member should feel that their perspective is valued and adds 
something useful. Belonging to a team implies a sense of value—that an employee 
is needed and wanted. A simplistic example is if a leadership team is composed of 
nine seasoned managers and a young, new manager. This could make the new 
manager feel like an outlier with little value to offer. But, if the others actively 
encourage the new manager to voice ideas and input, provide equal opportunity for 
this manager to lead projects and grow, etc., this helps the new manager to feel 
valued and respected. It delivers a sense of belonging.
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What are your biggest barriers to recruiting diverse talent?

50%

candidate 
experience

49% 
sourcing 
talent

50%

interview 

process

Source: Findem Annual Recruiting Trends Survey, 2022
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Importance of DEIB 
in the Workplace
Mentioning DEIB in your mission and 
vision statements is one thing, but 
it’s another to actually live out those 
values in practice. When people truly 
commit to driving diversity, equity, 
inclusion, and belonging in their 
workplace, they become more 
empathetic and engaged. This 
behavior has a ripple effect, 

encouraging other employees to 
consider how they can bring DEIB to 
their work as well, thereby turning 
the office into a more 
compassionate, productive place. 
Below, we dive into the concrete 
benefits you can expect as a result 
of embracing DEIB at your company.

Because we’re human, we bring even unconscious 
biases into our decision making. Having a diverse 
workforce can bring biases to light. Establishing 
DEIB in the workplace inherently makes people 
more aware when it comes to staffing projects, 
hiring talent, giving performance reviews, 
and more. When DEIB is tracked and top of mind, everyone at the 
organization puts more emphasis on it, ensuring a more equal and inclusive 
environment for everyone.



Since hiring and recruitment bias can be especially detrimental to diverse 
talent acquisition—often where DEIB starts—a data-driven approach to 
sourcing helps remove some unconscious bias. Instead of building diversity 
into a talent pool by selecting candidates, probabilistic analysis predicts the 
characteristics of a group.

Improves bias 
awareness
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It’s no small matter to make sure everyone is included and feels that they’re 
a valuable member of their team. When employees are welcomed and 
appreciated, they’re bound to put more effort into their work, motivating 
their peers to do the same. Changeboard found that simply by having a 
diverse workplace, employees collaborated 57% better with their peers, 
worked 12% harder, and were 19% more likely to stay with their organization 
longer. When employees are engaged, they’re more likely to work as a team 
and collaborate cross-functionally, promoting a greater sense of belonging 
and inclusion.

All teams benefit from having various perspectives and opinions. 
Without variance in thought, you end up with homogenous ideas, a boring 
work environment, and poor performance. A team with different skills and 
experiences approaches problems more holistically, and as a result,

tends to make better choices. The Society for Human Resource

Management found that diverse teams are 87% better at

decision-making than non-diverse teams.

Leadership has to reflect a diverse, equitable, and inclusive atmosphere for 
employees to feel like DEIB is truly a priority. And when they do, it pays off. 
Employees perform better when they feel comfortable bringing their full 
selves to work, knowing there are others who can offer the support and 
camaraderie they need to excel. Three McKinsey studies found that ethnically 
diverse companies had an edge of up to 36% more profitability, while 
companies with higher gender diversity had up to 25% better financially.

Boosts employee 
engagement

Offers better 
decision making

Improves 
performance
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https://www.changeboard.com/article-details/15981/keeping-diversity-and-inclusion-at-the-top-of-the-agenda/
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/behavioral-competencies/global-and-cultural-effectiveness/pages/viewpoint-belonging-is-the-missing-piece-in-the-fight-for-inclusion.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/behavioral-competencies/global-and-cultural-effectiveness/pages/viewpoint-belonging-is-the-missing-piece-in-the-fight-for-inclusion.aspx
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/diversity-wins-how-inclusion-matters
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Challenges of 
Diversity, Equity, 
Inclusion, and Belonging
The data clearly proves that diversity, equity, 
inclusion, and belonging are vital to your 
company’s success. But, how do you incorporate 
measures that improve DEIB in an effective way? 
Here’s how to tackle the top challenges.

Improving your recruitment strategies is a vital first step to building and 
maintaining a diverse workforce. To start, ask yourself, am I looking in the 
right places?

Conducting diverse talent searches to bring in people from groups 
underrepresented in your workplace is a good starting point. But if you don’t 
know where to look, your long-term DEIB goals can feel daunting or even 
unattainable. Using AI and probabilistic analysis, you can find talent that no 
one else can find. Instead of searching by keywords which carry bias and 
assumptions, searching by attributes broadens the net. Full visibility into your 
talent pool diversity shows which attributes expand or reduce diversity. 
Consider expanding your search beyond single datasets such as LinkedIn or 
Indeed and search across multiple platforms at once. 



Once you’ve expanded your pipeline to fit your diversity requirements, track 
diversity through every stage of the funnel. Funnel analytics show you where 
you might be losing diversity in your hiring process.

Building a fair and representative 
talent pool and pipeline
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It’s crucial to generate a diverse and 
inclusive pipeline. Because of its 
many benefits, diversity, inclusion, 
equity, and belonging is becoming a 
bigger area of focus for companies. 
But as your organization begins to 
introduce DEIB best practices, they 
must keep Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and 
Office of Federal Contract 
Compliance Programs (OFCCP) 
requirements in mind. Both laws 
allow companies to source for very 
specific types of candidates to 
increase diversity. These laws, 
however, become stricter once 
someone applies to a job posting.

At that point, interviewers can’t

discriminate against applicants in

any way based on race, national

origin, sexual orientation, gender

identity, religion, citizenship status,

disability, or status as a protected

veteran. Creating a diverse talent

pool through probabilistic analysis

and prioritizing outreach campaigns

can help build a diverse, lasting

talent pipeline from the ground up.

That means sourcing quality

candidates in compliance with 
antidiscrimination and labor laws in 
the U.S. 

Measuring how well a company exemplifies diversity, equity, inclusion, and 
belonging can be nebulous. Most companies default to annual employee 
surveys to gauge how they’re doing, but these polls only scratch the surface 
of how candidates feel, addressing just one or two components of DEIB. Not 
everyone participates in these surveys either, which can lead to skewed 
results. The worst part is it’s often too late for leadership to make substantial 
changes by the time results are analyzed. The good news is technology can 
help by centralizing and automating candidate sourcing and people 
management.



By analyzing conversion data at every stage of your talent funnel, you can see 
at a glance where your diversity recruitment strategies are breaking down 
and identify ways to fix them. For example, you may typically have a diverse 
pool of candidates, but very few diverse candidates make it through the 
phone screen or first interview. This may necessitate additional bias 
awareness training for your internal teams.

Meeting diversity compliance

Measuring DEIB
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Getting your entire workforce up to speed on DEIB practices can be a 
challenge. This includes making sure every employee is aware of their biases, 
and knows what to do if faced with inequality, exclusion, or prejudice in the 
workplace. Good DEIB training empowers employees to look out for one 
another, and speak up if they see harassing or inequitable treatment of a 
colleague. But even before employees are hired, managers and recruiters 
need to know how to prioritize DEIB in the talent acquisition process, and to 
be aware of their biases in the hiring process.



Developing a clear, detailed definition of your DEIB training program (ways to 
engage in respectful, positive interactions and reduce discrimination and 
prejudices) for all employees is an important first step. According to one 
study, annual workshops/training only temporarily improve DEIB before 
behaviors slowly slide back to what they were pre-training, so it’s best to roll 
out continuous programs and trainings. It’s essential that recruiters seek 
diverse candidates and hiring managers know what questions are acceptable 
to ask. A truly DEIB attitude sets the tone for the whole organization, and a 
DEIB-focused company will attract diverse talent.



Next, we’ll dive into how to empower DEIB-focused initiatives in your 
organization.

Training for DEIB
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What roles are you hiring for this year?

52%

50%

39%

35%

Diversity 
leaders

Recruiters

Benefits

PeopleOps

Source: Findem Annual Recruiting Trends Survey, 2022
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How to Promote Diversity, 
Equity, Inclusion, and 
Belonging in the 
Workplace
Most companies don’t collect data on DEIB in the workplace. So it’s hard to 
know if you’re moving the needle on your goals when there are no numbers 
to show for it. As mentioned, you can start by collecting data points with 
surveys to get a sense of diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging—from 
race and gender to employees’ ratings of access to resources and job 
satisfaction. Creating an employee resource group, diversity taskforce, and 
employee DEIB training programs are just some examples of how you can 
promote DEIB in your organization. Let’s take a look at some real-life use 
case examples.



The Marin Community Foundation used Findem to create diversity 
dashboards that monitor how different genders, races, ethnicities, 
generations, and veterans are represented in their talent pool. Since these 
analytics update in real-time, HR teams can immediately switch up their 
strategy if one of their KPIs is offtrack. Other companies have used Findem’s 
attribute-based search to guarantee their sourcing efforts include under-
represented groups. Tying these hard metrics with more frequent, 
comprehensive survey responses can paint a better picture of how your 
company is performing when it comes to DEIB.
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“Diversity and inclusivity are central to our values and community 
programs. In turn, we’ve prioritized diversity hiring and needed a 

technology platform that made that easy and transparent.”

Saul Macias

Vice President for HR, Marin Community Foundation



Make Diversity, Equity, 
Inclusion, and Belonging 
Part of Your Organization
Diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging are more than just concepts. When 
implemented, they supercharge your company’s success in the market and 
foster innovation for years to come. But it can be challenging to build a 
workplace with DEIB values at the core—especially if you lag behind 
competitors, or fall short of diversity compliance goals.



That’s why Findem created a leading, data-driven platform that can help you 
reach your DEIB goals. We’re here to help you revamp your recruitment 
efforts to find highly qualified, diverse talent, shrink your hiring time, and 
track your progress. To see how Findem can help boost your DEIB, contact us 
for a demo.

Request a demo or try your first

search free at Findem.ai

Request a demo

Findem turbocharges talent acquisition 
with AI from search to hire.
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https://www.findem.ai/request-demo
https://www.findem.ai

